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About Those Niners?OK, OK... but if Pittsburgh had a decent quarterback, things would have been different!  

Sadly enough, I don't thing either the Steelers or the 49ers are Superbowl-bound this year.  But I'll continue to 

hope until the final curtain falls...On a more important topic, I noticed you were educating folks on Judith 

Campbell Exner earlier today.  Have you read Liz Smith's Exner piece in January's Vanity Fair?  In it, Smith 

quotes Exner referencing the JFK Act, in the context of records that may verify her story: "...Sam Giancana's 

conversations [tapped by FBI] may be released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection 

Act.   They may actually confirm what I'm going to tell you..." , re: her alleged abortion of hers and JFK's child.  

From a records standpoint, Smith also relates looking through Exner's  "large photo-album books of material 

weighing at least twenty pounds each... she has canceled personal checks for her hotel bills, plane tickets, 

train tickets.  She has newspaper items, datebooks and photographs..."  On a related note, Smith says Evelyn 

Lincoln, prior to her death, "is said to have told all" to Seymour Hersh (for his book).  I wonder if she told Hersh 

anything concerning the disposition of the President's autopsy materials?Do you know if Jack, David, Jeremy, 

et al, have given any thought either to Exner's records or to how and whether (and when) to approach Hersh?  

I'd guess that the revelations/allegations in the book, once it comes out, will pose several sensitive records-

related issues for the Board.  I wonder if it makes any sense to talk to Hersh about these potential items ahead 

of time?I miss kicking this stuff around with you in person.  Are you Hawaii-bound for the holidays, by any 

chance?  Either way, have a good one, and keep the faith.
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